What is Microsoft Security Services for Enterprise?

Microsoft Security Services for Enterprise was created for large enterprise customers that want Microsoft to ‘do it for me.’ This comprehensive, expert-led service combines proactive threat hunting and Managed Extended Detection and Response (MXDR) with dedicated Microsoft security experts to manage onboarding, daily interaction, practice modernization, incident response, and recovery.

This service includes proactive management using a tiered approach, all day, every day. It begins with a full architecture and operations review, so we can build a custom onboarding plan to ensure your Microsoft SIEM + XDR software is expertly configured based on your specific business needs. Ongoing strategic guidance will help you modernize and adopt zero trust principles.

Enhanced security everywhere
Protect all cloud environments and all platforms.

Comprehensive coverage
Everything is included, from initial assessment, to ongoing MXDR coverage and security modernization.

Premium onboarding
Detailed assessments will take place before we deploy software and implement a prescriptive security architecture.

Dedicated security expertise
Microsoft experts, working exclusively with you, will facilitate ongoing operations and support.
Microsoft Security Services for Enterprise is a comprehensive managed service that helps you protect it all

**Discover**
- **Architecture and operations review**
  Microsoft experts conduct a full review to learn your environment and build an onboarding plan.

**Onboard**
- **Threat activity assessment**
  An analysis of potential threats so together we can take appropriate steps to reduce risk. Optional pen testing.

- **Onboarding and baseline configuration**
  Microsoft SIEM + XDR software is set up and expertly configured based on your specific business needs.

**Manage**
- **Expert threat hunting**
  Proactive threat hunting across endpoint, office, applications, and identity.

- **Dedicated security delivery manager**
  A dedicated Microsoft expert will manage your service and act as a member of your team.

- **Managed extended detection and response**
  Tiered detection provided by Microsoft and select partners with co-managed response alongside your team.

**Respond**
- **Incident response**
  Included coverage to stop attacks quickly.

- **Compromise recovery**
  Included coverage for breach recovery scenarios to minimize business disruption.

**Evolve**
- **Dedicated advisory consultant**
  A dedicated Microsoft expert will consult with you to modernize your security practice.

- **Executive reports**
  Insights on daily security work, long term security strategy and posture improvement.

Protecting your entire digital estate by leveraging the power of:

- **Microsoft Sentinel** for visibility across your entire organization
- **Microsoft 365 Defender** to help secure your end users
- **Microsoft Defender for Cloud** to help secure your infrastructure

Learn more ➔ [https://aka.ms/SecurityServicesEnterprise](https://aka.ms/SecurityServicesEnterprise)
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